Why do you need "Visual EPR" programs?
There are several reasons, why you should prefer Visual EPR, but not other programs.
1. The programs were developed during many years. Could you spend so much time to write
your own program?
2. They have very simple and convenient interface (they were developed for undergraduate
students) and are flexible enough to solve most of your tasks. For instance, a change of
point group symmetry, values of electron and nuclear spins, number of equivalent centers
or any parameters of spin-Hamiltonian takes few seconds.
3. They are very fast. Using conventional desktop or laptop you can calculate spectra of the
Gd3+ or Mn2+ in few minutes.
4. They have a lot of unique hints inside, which help you to manage with many difficulties of
spectra treatment.
5. They have been tested in several spectroscopic groups from different countries.
6. They work under Windows operational system (from Windows XP to Windows 7).
You can treat measured spectra and build angular dependence using View_spw.exe,
simulate spectra and compare experimental and calculated angular dependencies using
Fields_w.exe, and prepare angular dependencies for publication using FAIW.exe.
These everyday programs will facilitate and accelerate experimental data treatment,
enhance trustworthiness of obtained results, improve accuracy of determined
characteristics, and increase efficiency of conducted research in laboratories, which need in
characterization of magnetic properties.

Main features of “View_spw.exe” for Windows
View_spw is the program for preliminary treatment of EPR, ENDOR and other spectra. The program allows:
1. To browse all spectra in directory (or, selectively, EPR or ENDOR only) - it helps you in a few seconds to find the
spectrum needed;
2. To convert the spectrum from one format to another - the program recognizes several different formats: two binary
formats - byte (BRUKER) and single (WIN-EPR), two ASCII formats - one column (Y) format with signal intensities only
and two column (X and Y) format with sweeping parameter values and intensities (the last are usually used in
graphical programs, like “ORIGIN”, “GRAPHER”,...), *.sta, *.fls and *.jdx -formats;
3. To view a spectrum with “ZOOM” along X or Y or both directions;
4. To estimate line positions (g-factor, resonance magnetic field or frequency) and distance (splitting) between any
points in the spectrum;
5. To carry out filtering of the spectrum using one of 9 filters with variable width: movement, Gaussian, Lorentzian,
polynomial, Fourier filters etc;
6. To carry out peak-peaking of the spectrum - efficient auto-peaking procedure with double filtering recognizes both
absorption and derivative shapes of resonance lines;
7. To decompose complicated spectrum with overlapped lines to separate Gaussian and Lorentzian derivatives;
8. To estimate effective g-factor value of any line (or in the case of ENDOR spectrum - Larmor frequency);
9. To compare several spectra on one screen; to carry out algebraic transformations of 9 spectra: R = A + k*B+…;
10. To print 1-9 spectra on the page together with the spectrum parameters;
11. To edit the files with parameters of your spectra adding polar and azimuthal angles of magnetic field direction,
temperature, microwave frequency and so on;
12. To prepare the file with angular dependencies of the spectra, i.e. to collect the positions and intensities of
resonance lines (from all peak-files) and the values of polar and azimuthal angles (from corresponding parameter
files) and automatically sort them. You can view and treat these angular dependencies with the help of {FAIW.exe}
program.
No one known program does grant you most of these possibilities.

Speed buttons of “View_spw.exe”
Next spectrum in the current folder
Previous spectrum in the current folder
Open a file with experimental spectrum
Open thumbnail viewer for spectra
Show single spectrum
Overlay with real intensities
Overlay with normalized intensities
Cascade of spectra
Waterfall of spectra

Open, activate a file with the spectrum (left mouse button),
close the file (right mouse button).

Speed buttons of “View_spw.exe”
Show effective ge or Larmor frequencies
Select the x/y ratio of the graph
Bold all lines and spectra
Save picture in graphic format
Show / hide grid
Copy page
Print the graph
Decompose the spectrum

Collect peaks into <*.grt> file
Show single or all spectra of 3D-file

An example of a 3D spectrum (Bruker <*.dta> file)

An example of peak-picking of EPR spectrum

An example of decomposition to separate lines

Buttons of vertical toolbar of “View_spw.exe”
Zoom in arbitrary selected rectangle
Zoom in along y-axis
Zoom in along x-axis
Zoom out
Enter the scale dialog for the active spectrum
Estimation of line width
Estimation of line intensity
First integral of the spectrum
Second integral of the spectrum
Derivative of the spectrum (with or without convolution)
Dialog for filtering , baseline correction and peak-picking of single spectrum or all spectra
Dialog for pick-peaking attributes
Mark line center and/or line wings
Decomposition of overlapped lines to separate Gaussian or Lorentzian components

Join/unjoin discrete points in the spectrum
Dialog for the selection of thickness and style of joining lines
Selection of symbols for spectral points
Selection of colors for lines and symbols
Dialog for the selection of spacing and offset for the waterfall of 3D-spectra
Sow list of parameters of the spectrum
Save calculated (filtered, integrated, converted etc.) spectrum
Close active spectrum

Main features of “Fields_w.exe” for Windows
FIELDS_w calculates angular dependencies of resonance magnetic fields and intensities of EPR lines for the rotation
of magnetic field in any plane. The program imitates a sweep of the static magnetic field from Bmin to Bmax. Near
resonance it uses a small field steps with cubic interpolation of energy level dependencies on magnetic field; far from
resonance it increases this step.
The program has a spreadsheet for the input of all necessary parameters for simulation of EPR spectra and their
dependencies: the parameters of Zeeman interactions, the parameters of zero-field splitting (crystalline field) and
hyperfine interactions in the Spin-Hamiltonian, microwave frequency, Euler angles for equivalent centers (if present),
spins of particles, initial and final orientations of the static magnetic field relative to the coordinate system which are
characterized by polar and azimuthal angles, steps on angles and some others. The parameters can be saved in
<*.gep> file for further use.
Using “Simulation form” it is possible to simulate interactively resonance fields for given spin-Hamiltonian
parameters and to compare simulated and experimental spectra and their angular dependence.
Using “Step by step form” it is possible to obtain the following dependencies:
1. Positions of energy levels on magnetic field;
2. Differences of energy levels on magnetic field;
3. Transition intensities on magnetic field;
4. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectrum shape
• on line width and line shape (Gaussian, Lorentzian and their derivatives),
• on azimuthal or polar angles,
• on any parameter of Spin-Hamiltonian,
• on microwave frequency,
• on temperature.
These dependencies are drawn on screen and written into output file.
The program imitates a sweep of the static magnetic field from Bmin to Bmax and calculates the position of resonance
lines by interpolation of energy level dependencies on magnetic field.
In special regime calculated spin-Hamiltonian wave functions can be also written into file.

Typical screenshot of “Fields_w.exe”

Menu items of “Fields_w.exe”

Menu items of “Fields_w.exe”

Speed buttons of “Fields_w.exe”
New project
Open existing project
Open a file with experimental spectrum
Save parameters of the project
Show parameters of the project

Open window for
calculation of energy
levels and dependencies
of simulated spectra on
polar and azimuthal
angles, microwave
frequency, line width,
line shape, temperature
and any parameter of
spin-Hamiltonian

Calculate resonance fields for:
Three perpendicular
planes (0-180o)
Three perpendicular planes (0-90o)
One plane
One direction

Open pages #1-#6 of the spreadsheet

Speed buttons of “Fields_w.exe” (continued)
Show/hide grid
Show/hide experimental spectrum

Zoom spectrum
Simulate and compare EPR spectra for given direction

Open window for interactive simulation of resonance fields,
for comparison simulated and experimental spectra and
their angular dependence
Copy screen to clipboard
Print a content of active window

Spreadsheet for data input. Page 1.

Spreadsheet for data input. Page 2.

Page 2 of the spreadsheet for Cartesian tensors

Spreadsheet for data input. Page 3.

Example of the page 4 of the spreadsheet

Periodic table for element selection

Spreadsheet for data input. Page 5.

Spreadsheet for data input. Page 6.

Dialog for estimation of hyperfine interaction

Buttons of the “Simulation form”
Open 1st file with experimental angular dependence

Show/Hide grid

Open 2nd file with experimental angular dependence

Open 1st file with experimental spectrum
Open

2nd

file with experimental spectrum

Run simulation

Select equivalent center

Switch on/off the zy-mirror plane

Save simulated
angular
dependence
Save spectrum

Spectrum attributes

Switch on/off the xy-mirror plane
Open dialog
for G*G-variation

Switch on/off the zx-mirror plane

Switch on/off the HFI
Open dialog for simulation attributes

Switch on/off the misalignment

Zoom along x-axis
Zoom out

Thick lines of the first center

Change symbols for experimental data

Attributes of the “Simulation form”
Buttons for express change
of spin-Hamiltonian
parameters

Input lines for
spin-Hamiltonian
parameters

Input lines for
Euler angles and
misalignment
Check boxes for
selection of planes for
angular dependence
simulation

Buttons of the “Step by step form”
Select what is required to simulate
Run simulation
Open dialog for simulation attributes
Change thickness of lines on the screen
Show/Hide grid
Absorption/Derivative
Calculate a set of EPR
spectra varying the
selected parameter

Calculate EPR spectra for
random distribution of
the selected parameter

Copy graph to clipboard
Switch Gaussian/Lorentzian

Attributes of the “Step by step form”

Input lines for
spin-Hamiltonian
parameters

Input lines for express
change of selected
simulation characteristics
Input lines for selection of
ranges for the change of a
selected parameter

Main features of “FAIW.exe” for Windows
FAIW.exe is powerful tool for viewing, comparing and transformation of 2-3-4 dimensional arrays of EPR, ENDOR or
other data..
It visualizes experimental or calculated angular dependencies of resonance magnetic fields (EPR) or resonance
frequencies (ENDOR) and convert into special symbols the information about other resonance line characteristics intensity and width.
It allows also to extract the points, what you need, from array of experimental data and to prepare the data for
fitting, to shift all points on definite angle and save the result, to exclude from experimental data those points, which
are close to calculated angular dependencies. It has many other useful visual procedures, which transform data in the
table of the file treated.
It works with special ASCII files. These files are output files of View_spw.exe (experimental angular dependencies,
<*.grt> or <*.gem> ) or Fields_w.exe (calculated angular dependencies, <*.grt> or <*.grm> ).
The program has large sets of symbols for the representation of experimental data and sets of color lines for the
representation of calculated angular dependencies. This allows convenient comparison of calculated and
experimental data and preparation of the graph for publication.

Speed buttons of “FAIW.exe”

Open, activate a file with angular dependence (left mouse button);
close it (right mouse button).

Speed buttons of “FAIW.exe”
Open existing file with angular dependence
Overlay active angular dependencies
Show top of the active file as a table

Progress bar

Extract selected points
Close all files

Extract all visible points and save them

Shift points of active
graph based on D-file
Grid On/Off

Erase points in selected area
Restore last erased points

Mark points with selected n, M

Print graph
Copy page

Change thickness of all lines and symbols
Set image size for copying
Unmark selected points

Buttons of the vertical toolbar of “FAIW.exe”
Zoom in arbitrary area
Zoom in along Y-axes
Zoom in along X-axis
Zoom out
Enter the scale dialog for active road map
Show “intensity-width” diagram
Show line widths
Set one symbol for all graph points
Set symbol sizes proportional to line intensities
No symbols
Enter dialog for symbol shape selection
Change symbol filling
Change symbol color
Join/un-join points in calculated dependence
Select line thickness and style
Close the active angular dependence

An example of a screenshot of “FAIW.exe”

Lite (demonstration) version
It is working version. Try it!
The lite version together with the input data files are packed in ZIP-files.
To install the programs you should copy this file in any directory (for instance, “V_EPR”) and
unzip it with the help of PKUNZIP.exe.
Lite version may be distributed free of charge.
Due to clear reasons, it has significantly reduced possibilities in comparison with full
professional version.
Lite version of FIELDS_w has special restrictions on parameters of Spin-Hamiltonian:
it uses only isotropic g-tensor, isotropic hyperfine tensor and only one of components of
axial crystal field (b20). The maximal rank of spin-Hamiltonian matrices is equal to 7.
Lite version of View_Spw writes only a restricted part of results on hard disk .
Lite version of FAIW has undeletable label on its screen.

To get full professional version – contact Prof. V.Grachev:
264 EPS, Physics Department
Montana State University
Bozeman, MT, 59717, USA
E-mail:

grachev@physics.montana.edu

